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End-to-end
XDocs DITA CCMS provides 
a complete solution. Your 
content team can create, 

review, find, update, manage, 
localize and deliver content with 

unparalleled agility.

Solutions for all your  
content challenges

Delivering content for different 
audiences, languages, and 
publish outputs is simple. 

Delivery is agile, automated, and 
responsive.

Easy-to-deploy
Out-of-the-box XDocs DITA 
CCMS is fully functional and 

feature rich. Customization is  
simple and it can be installed 

and deployed in hours.

easily build portals and turn your 
content into engaging user experiences

Help your customers succeed — empower them with simple, 
easy dynamic access to your current product content, and at 
the same time reduce the burden on your technical support 
and training teams.

Benefits
�� A single location for consumers to access all your approved content.
�� Increase the visibility of your approved content, topics and publications and provide 
24/7/365 instant access. 
�� Reduce the cost of publishing, storing and distributing information.
�� Improve both the pre-sales and post-sales user experience by providing intuitive self-
service capabilities. 
�� Improve internal access to approved content and knowledge assets.
�� Increase revenue by linking content assets to a fulfillment system. 

Enterprise class content delivery from an enterprise class CCMS
XDocs DITA CCMS provides all the tools and benefits of intelligent, structured content – efficiency in 
creating, updating, and managing source language and translated content – and now XDelivery provides 
parallel efficiency in delivering your content to your customers – and all your other content consumers.
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XDelivery publishes feature-rich content directly from your XDocs DITA CCMS:

Configure XDelivery with ease to build your own self service portals

Package your product content with your brand and style.
�� Ensure a constant look and feel across all your content assets 
and strengthen your brand identity.

Automatic Publishing
�� Pull approved content directly from your source server and 
publish individual topics, or whole publications for any device or 
platform.

Designed for all types of user
�� Interact with internal and external content consumers; 
customers, prospects and employees.
�� Control who sees what with configurable user permissions and 
full support for single sign-on.

Designed for all types of content, not just DITA
XDelivery has the  power to capture all your knowledge resources 
(quick start, product specs, user guides, training, support, marketing 
and more). It then allows you to efficiently update and share 
them with your customers, prospects and your internal content 
consumers. 
�� Batch/bulk upload and fully index your unstructured content and 
legacy documents including PDFs.
�� Display your multimedia and multilingual content.
�� Let your content adapt to the screen size.

Designed to work with other systems
Some information will always exist on other systems/platforms. A 
full set of RESTful APIs allows XDocs DITA CCMS and XDelivery to 
connect to almost any system.
�� Integrate with JIRA, Salesforce, Zendesk, PLM, ERP systems and 
other tools in your content lifecycle.
�� Search all resource locations simultaneously for relevant content 
and publications with advanced search capabilities.

With XDelivery you have 
complete control over how you 
publish your knowledge assets.
It has never been easier to 
share information with your 
customers, prospects and 
employees.

Control every step of your 
content life-cycle with 
unparalleled agility. 
XDocs DITA CCMS provides you 
with an enterprise end-to-end 
content solution.

Find out how Bluestream can revolutionize your content. 
Contact us today at info@bluestream.com.


